THERMOREGULATION OF THE JACKRABBIT
ALEX BERGER_GD3 DESIGN STUDIO
Bio-Inspired Design

Jackrabbit (hare)

The Jackrabbits ears can regulate its body heat by increasing or decreasing the
blood flow through its ears. This helps the jackrabbit absorb heat or cool off. A jack
rabbit would need to lose at least four percent of its body mass per hour to thermo
regulate by evaporation. There is little or no free water around; water is obtained
from the diet, green plants, including cacti in the summer. Knut Schmidt-Nielsen's
work (1967) showed that behavior is important for the jack rabbit's survival. During
the hottest part of the day the animal chooses a shaded depression in the ground,
often in the lee of a bush, in which it crouches.

Using the Jackrabbit to regulate building temperature

CONSTRICTION
As temperature reaches really high levels the
ear becomes a liability in thermoregulation,
surface area and blood temperature, so it
constricts bloodflow. If it did not constrict the
ear would heat up the core temperature
because the ambient air is above core
temperature

DILATION
The Jackrabbit utilizies dilation when
temperature is fifteen degree Celcius from its
core body temperature, either above or
below. Dilation of the blood vessels to the ear
either cool or heat up the core body temperature as blood takes advantage of surface area
and convection in this state.

CONSTRICTION
When the ambient air temperature is well
below that of the Jackrabbits core temperature it constricts bloodflow to the ears to
conserve body heat. If it did not, the core
temp would drop as the ear again becomes a
liability in the extreme temperatures.

8 inch ears_approx. 1/4 of the body length

AIR TEMPERATURE

POST-EXERCISE
- Ambient temperature < Ear Temperature
- Dialated vascular response favors heat loss
through the ear (engorged blood vessels +
convection)
- Evaporation used as primary cooling method
at high ambient and high core temperatures
- Approaches resting temperature levels in
15-25 minutes after exercise

DILATION

DURING EXERCISE
DILATION + CONSTRICTION

- Ear Temperature typically seen above
ambient temperature
- Dialated vascular response favors heat
loss through the ear (engorged blood
vessels)
- Amount and time of dialation dependent
onintensity and length of exercise

PRE-EXERCISE
CONSTRICTION

BODY TEMPERATURE

- Ambient temperature > Ear T
emperature (above 24°C)
- Ambient temperature = Ear
Temperature (below 24°C)
- Curtailed circulation favors minimal
heat loss through the ear

DESIGN ITERATIONS

Using the Jackrabbit to regulate a buildings temperature
PANEL COMPONENTS

HEAT

COLD

JACKRABBIT
FUNCTIONS
- Ear
-Dilation/Constriction
- Angle
- Surface Area

HOW ARE THEY
BEING REALIZED
IN THE DESIGN?

APPENDAGE + SKIN

- Open + closing of
cylindrical shape
- Liquid Flow + how
that happens
- Ambient air
temperature + solar
radiation temperature

relationship of core to appendage

QUESTIONS ASKED:
-How does the facade change?
-How can the appendage be designed for thermal extremes?
-Where does the liquid flow through?
-How can air be drawn cross the surface?
-Does the appendage regulate temp. through liquid flow?

AIR

SOUND

- Wind Flow
- How it allows air in
and deflect it away
- Material
- Shade

MUSCLE

- Dampener through
shock dissipation
- Muscle attachment
- Scale + Location

- Ear shape
- Material

- Shading Device
- How it opens/closes to
regulate temperature
and wind needs

- Shape + Direction of
that shape
- What is it amplifying
or muting?
- Material properties of
sound control

HEAT + CIRCULATION

OPEN CONDITION

- Possible panel joint
application
- Can the joint be flexible?
- What are its stresses,
where are they coming
from + how do they react?

“EAR” DIRECTION + FACING

relationship of heat + facade form

DESIGN STUDIES_exploring arrangement + opening size

COOLING + HEATING TUBES

CIRCULATION + SURFACE RELATIONSHIP_showing liquid flow at various thicknesses

CORE
CORE

CORE + APPENDAGE RELATIONSHIPS

SHADING DEVICES

thermoregulation components
CLOSED CONDITION

JACKRABBIT PANEL
SOUND STUDIES

Understanding the ‘part’ to the ‘whole’

shape + acoustics

DAMPENER + JOINT STUDIES

muscle as structure

QUESTIONS ASKED:
-How can the shape of the panel influence acoustical qualities of the facade system
+ adjacent spaces
- Where does sound want to be reflected and where does it want to be absorbed?
- Can the shape change to accommodate different acoustical programs and qualities?

flexable joint

wind deflection

stretched

compressed

compressed

stretched

THERMOREGULATION MECHANISMS

Ways in which the Jackrabbit regulates body temperature

FIVE FOLD FUNCTIONALITY
ALLOWS FOR HEAT DISSIPATION

ALLOWS FOR HEAT INFLUX

- Blood vessel dilation
- Utilizes the characteristic of heat dissipation
when air temperature is within a specific range
of body temperature
- Utilizes at rest and after exercise (primarily)
when body core becomes too hot

- Blood vessel dilation
- Utilizes surface area of the ear to act as a
sunning device which heats up the blood vessels
(blood in ear is then warmer than core temp.)
- Uses solar radiation as main heating device
- Early morning behavioral adaptation when
ambient air is below body temperature

ACTS AS A SHOCK ABSORPTION MECHANISM

ALLOWS FOR INCREASED HEARING

- Acts as a inertial dampener for the Jackrabbit
- Jackrabbit grows ears disproportionately to
legs early in life because it needs it as a dampener for sharp vision when running from
predators
- Inertia is dispersed to ear when Jackrabbit is
running so that its large eyes can have a steady
vision (Jackrabbits run in bursts up to 45mph)
- Increases the Jackrabbits fitness

- The shape of the ear at the base is important to
allow for increased hearing capabilities
- Shape is more of an advantage for hearing in
the lower half of the ear than it is for heat
dissipation purposes
- This is important to the Jackrabbits fitness as
predators are constantly trying to kill them.

SHAPE OF JACKRABBIT EAR

TYPES OF SKIN

High convective shape

EAR
- Thin membrane
- Small amount of hair
- Vascular system close to
surface on both sides

Shape of Opening_shape taken
from this range of the ear

Low convective shape

CORE
- Insulative layers of fur + fat
- Molts through seasons
- Thicker layers of skin

Varies from 3/4-whole cyllinder shape
at the base to less than 1/4 of a
cyllinder at the tip

AXONOMETRIC STUDIES

PLAN STUDIES

understanding air + panel relationship

understanding air + panel relationship

OPEN CONDITION

wind blocked from panel

angle exposed to sun

MEDIAL CONDITION

wind semi-open through panel

cooling tubes within “ear” plane

angle exposed to sun

CLOSED CONDITION

pivot point
shading devices
end panels

SERIES OF PANEL MOVEMENT_showing open to close position

wind open entirely through panel

sun blocked from tubes

PANELIZED FACADE SYSTEM
SCALE STUDY

Understanding the idea through a system scale

understanding air + panel relationship

QUESTIONS ASKED:
- What are the implications of the scale of the panel + the wall system?
- How does scale change feeling and interaction with the facade
- What does it want to be from a thermoregulation standpoint?

SCALE OF A PERSON_approx. 4’-7’ in height

SCALE OF A FLOOR_approx. 10’-15’ in height

PANEL ARRAY

FRONT ELEVATION OF THE PANEL SYSTEM

BACK ELEVATION OF THE PANEL SYSTEM

